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We present selected semiconductor (inorganic and organic) structures for which non-radiative recombination 
of excess charge carriers is very high, luminescence suppressed and its lifetime substantially shortened. Processes 
competitive with radiative energy emission are discussed. The importance of Shockley–Read–Hall recombination in 
materials with high impurity or defect concentration, applied in ultrafast devices, is shown. Also, charge transfer pro-
cess in solar cells is discussed in the context of luminescence quenching of individual components of an active layer. 
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1. Introduction

Excitation of semiconductors with electromag-
netic radiation of energy above the band-gap (or 
HOMO-LUMO distance, in the  case of organic 
semiconductors) leads to creation of electron–
hole pairs which disturbs the  system from its 
thermal equilibrium. Also, electrical injection of 
carriers results in the  non-thermal-equilibrium 
state. Any disturbance of the thermal equilibrium 
condition triggers relaxation and recombination 
processes which restore the  system equilibrium. 
In general, the  recombination processes can be 
classified into radiative (involving photons) and 
non-radiative processes.

When the  competition of non-radiative pro-
cesses is high, the  radiative recombination is 
strongly diminished and the  luminescence life-
time is substantially shortened. However, the  ef-

ficient radiative recombination is a desirable fea-
ture of many devices, especially those which are 
light sources or photodetectors. In light emitting 
diodes the  intensity of spontaneous emission of 
light is optimized. For lasers, the steady state ex-
cited population, decisive for the  emitted power 
in a  form of stimulated emission, is governed by 
the lifetime of carriers at the excited state. In de-
tectors based on photocurrent, the sensitivity de-
pends also on the  photo-excited carrier lifetime. 
Besides light sources and photodetectors, low 
non-radiative recombination is also important for 
materials which are components of an active layer 
in solar cells. A long lifetime of photo-excited car-
riers results in efficient charge transfer, the most 
important process that determines efficiency of 
solar cells.

On the  other hand, fast recombination of ex-
cess carriers is an absolutely necessary attribute 
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of ultrafast devices, like picosecond switches, fast 
detectors, saturable absorber mirrors or terahertz 
radiation emitters. The reason for lifetime short-
ening of photo-excited carriers is mostly non-
radiative channels of recombination in which de-
fects play a leading role.

In the  following paragraphs, we will describe 
recombination mechanisms that determine the 
recombination rate and decide on the  efficient 
operation of different devices. We will also con-
sider charge transfer in solar cell structures and 
its influence on the radiative recombination of ac-
tive layer components. Then, we will refer to these 
processes in the case of two selected semiconduc-
tor structures: doped/defected semiconductors 
and active layers in organic photovoltaics based 
on polymers or perovskites. The presented results 
of time-resolved luminescence were obtained 
using a  Hamamatsu streak-camera with 2.5  ps 
resolution. The samples were excited by the third 
harmonic of the pulsed Ti:sapphire laser working 
at 80 MHz. Electron paramagnetic resonance was 
measured using a Bruker ELEXSYS E580 X-band 
spectrometer (9.5 GHz) equipped with an Oxford 
continuous-flow cryostat.

2. Radiative recombination versus non-radiative 
processes

In radiative recombination energy is released in 
a  form of emitted photons. Regarding semicon-
ductor devices, in most cases we deal with band-
gap-range radiative recombination, and since 
a photon carries only a little momentum in com-
parison with a Brillouin zone size, such radiative 
recombination is significant only in direct band-
gap semiconductors.

The origin of bandgap-range radiation is main-
ly related to the recombination of excitons (Cou-
lomb bound electron–hole pairs), although free 
exciton recombination usually occurs at very low 
temperatures only, whereas at room temperature 
excitons are ionized. However, in organic semi-
conductors excitonic recombination is important 
also at room temperature. A small dielectric con-
stant of such materials results in a  strong elec-
trostatic attraction, and thermal energy at room 
temperature is too low to break down bound 
electron–hole pairs. Also, in low dimensional 
structures excitonic recombination at room tem-

perature is observed due to localization of charge 
carriers and therefore a stronger electron–hole at-
traction force than in bulk materials. In bulk ma-
terials the band-gap range luminescence is often 
dominated by an exciton bound to shallow impu-
rity since the binding localizes the exciton in real 
space. The  other often present luminescence in 
this energy range is due to the  so-called shallow 
donor – shallow acceptor pairs, and in this case an 
excited electron at the  donor centre recombines 
with the hole at the acceptor and the process is en-
hanced by the overlap of electron and hole wave-
functions. Luminescence connected with deep 
impurities, specifically due to internal transitions 
within the  impurities of rare earths or transition 
metals, is sometimes exploited in devices as well, 
especially in solid-state lasers and in luminophore 
applications.

Radiative recombination is in the first order of 
a dipole character, and the characteristic radiative 
recombination time of point charge in vacuum 
which vibrates harmonically with the frequency ν 
can be estimated from the formula [1]
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Assuming wavelength from the  visible range, 
λ  ≈  600  nm, the  radiative recombination time 
τ ≈ 1.6 × 10–8s.

Lifetime corresponding to the  electron–hole 
pair radiative recombination in several semicon-
ductors has been calculated theoretically and its 
values differ from the one given above. This life-
time changes very much with the  energy gap of 
a semiconductor, being as short as 0.6 × 10–6 s for 
InSb (0.17  eV energy gap), and as long as 500  s 
for GaAs (1.4  eV energy gap)  [2, 3]. However, 
the experimental values of luminescence lifetime 
in the corresponding semiconductors never reach 
these theoretical numbers.

The luminescence lifetime of the order of na-
noseconds is typical of high quality crystals, like 
GaAs or InP. As one can see, even in such semi-
conductors of a good crystalline structure, the re-
combination time is already strongly reduced 
relative to the  theoretical values of radiative re-
combination lifetimes. This is due to omnipres-
ent defects and impurities (even nonintentional) 
which trigger nonradiative processes discussed 
below. The  recombination time can be further 
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substantially reduced in semiconductors with 
a high concentration of defects or impurities.

On the other hand, in organic or hybrid semi-
conductor structures for photovoltaics the  ra-
diative recombination time is also reduced, but 
because of a  quite different mechanism. The  so-
called charge transfer process is active in such 
structures, relying on efficient separation of elec-
trons and holes into different materials of an ac-
tive layer, and leading to a decrease of their lumi-
nescence intensity and its faster decay.

2.1. Non-radiative recombination in semiconductors

Non-radiative dissipation of energy occurs as a re-
sult of the  crystalline defect and impurity pres-
ence, or Auger processes. The energy released in 
non-radiative processes usually leads to the pho-
non excitation and the increase of local tempera-
ture. As a result, not only the decrease of radiative 
emission intensity and shortening of its lifetime 
takes place, but also the degradation of electronic 
devices may occur.

In the  Auger recombination the  excited elec-
tron–hole pair gives its energy to a  third charge 
carrier exciting it to higher energy level within its 
energy band. Afterwards, the third carrier typical-
ly loses its energy to thermal vibrations. The Au-
ger recombination is significant only in materi-
als with a high density of carriers. Its probability 
(increasing with carrier density) is typically low 
because it involves a  three-particle interaction. 
Also, the third particle must start the process be-
ing in a high energy state – a partially empty band. 
Therefore, the  Auger recombination can be ex-
pected to be significant only in highly doped ma-
terials or under a strong optical or electrical injec-
tion of carriers, and will not be discussed further.

When band carriers are trapped by deep defects, 
they become localized, and often release their en-
ergy through phonon emission because of a usu-
ally strong electron–phonon coupling at such cen-
tres. In some cases the radiative recombination at 
defect states takes place, but its energy differs from 
that of the band gap and is characteristic of defect 
energy levels. The most important defects in semi-
conductors include point defects (vacancies, in-
terstitials, antisites and their complexes), disloca-
tions, stacking faults, and grain boundaries. All of 
them strongly interact with the crystalline lattice. 

Lattice vibration occurs at a frequency of the or-
der of 1012–1013 s–1, so the  typical time of energy 
dissipation by lattice vibration is of the  order of 
picoseconds. Such defect-assisted recombination 
is called the Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) recombi-
nation and constitutes a dominant recombination 
process in indirect bandgap materials, like silicon, 
where radiative processes are not efficient. It can 
also dominate in direct bandgap materials with 
defects of high density and compensating shal-
low centres, and therefore when free carrier con-
centration is low. The SRH recombination rate is 
proportional to the excess carrier density beyond 
the thermal equilibrium value ∆n, defect density 
NT and defect capture cross-section σ. The higher 
the  SRH recombination rate, the  shorter the  ex-
cess carrier lifetime which can be calculated from 
the formula
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where υ is the thermal velocity of carriers. There-
fore, the  higher the  concentration of defect cen-
tres, the shorter the relaxation time of excess car-
riers.

2.2. Charge transfer in solar cells

Charge transfer is a  crucial process, decisive of 
efficient work of organic or hybrid solar cells. It 
consists in transfer of one kind of electrical charge 
(electrons) from the LUMO level of one compo-
nent (often called a donor) to the LUMO level of 
the  other component (often called an acceptor) 
of the  active layer of an organic or hybrid solar 
cell. Simultaneously holes, if excited in the accep-
tor material to its HOMO level, are transferred 
in the  opposite direction. The  charge transfer 
process has been a subject of intensive studies in 
the recent years [4–6]. In Fig. 1 the working prin-
ciple of a polymer solar cell is presented indicat-
ing all important stages, and one of the processes 
shown is the charge transfer. In order for charge 
transfer to happen the donor material must have 
higher HOMO and LUMO energy levels than 
the corresponding levels of the acceptor material, 
because the process occurs due to the energy gain 
of the transferred charges.

Organic solar cells are a subject of interest be-
cause they provide hope to satisfy the  emerging 
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need for sustainable energy via application of sim-
ple, cheap and environment-friendly technolo-
gies. In the  last few years high expectations are 
connected with cells based on hybrid perovskites, 
for which the efficiency has been highly improved 
in a relatively short time of research [7]. The ma-
terials used for organic photovoltaics should have 
an intensive excitonic luminescence of a  long 
lifetime, what proves that the  number of defects 
or impurities interacting with excitons is small. 
Therefore, in such materials exciton diffusion 
(or in the  case of perovskites free charge carrier 
diffusion, because the  exciton binding energy is 
low [8]) to the interface between the components 
of an active layer, and charge separation will not 
be interrupted by non-radiative recombination 
processes.

3. Semiconductors with high concentration of 
deep impurities or defects

Deep impurities or defects present in semicon-
ductors at a high enough concentration (so they 
can compensate other impurities or defects) cause 
Fermi level pinning at their energy level. Such ma-
terials have a  low free carrier concentration, and 
electrical transport is dominated by hopping with-
in the defect band at least at low temperatures [9, 
10], with this range increase to higher tempera-
tures when the defect concentration increases. It 

is why materials with a high defect concentration 
strongly change their conductivity under illumi-
nation. At the same time, because of the efficient 
SRH recombination, the lifetime of photo-excited 
carriers is short. All these features are beneficial 
for applications of materials with a  high defect 
concentration  –  both as insulating layers as well 
as active components of ultra-fast devices.

Doping with transition metals was at the  be-
ginning the most common way to achieve semi-
insulating properties of semiconductor materi-
als  –  doping of GaAs with chromium can serve 
here as a  leading example. Transition metals in 
the  crystal lattice of II–VI and III–V semicon-
ductor compounds substitute for cation and their 
electrons from the not-fully filled d orbit are well 
localized. Chromium in GaAs [11] has a deep ac-
ceptor level at the middle of the energy gap, can 
compensate net silicon shallow donors and makes 
GaAs highly resistive. However, doping at high 
concentration is often difficult and limited by do-
pant solubility. Also, some dopants like chromium 
are not stable at temperature of device processing 
or operation, and their diffusion leads to degrada-
tion. Much more stable than chromium is the na-
tive point defect of bulk GaAs, called EL2  [12]. 
Two experiments allowed one to determine its na-
ture as isolated arsenic antisite. The first one was 
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) of this 
defect, which showed the characteristic four-line 

Fig. 1. Working principle of polymer 
organic solar cells with an active layer 
in the  form of a bulk heterostructure 
consisting of polymer and fullerene 
components. On the  left: simplified 
energy diagram; on the  right: sche-
matic electron and hole behaviour 
at different stages (1–6) taking place. 
(1) photon absorption and formation 
of the  electron–hole pair (exciton), 
(2)  exciton diffusion to the  donor/
acceptor interface, (3)  exciton disso-
ciation at the interface through charge 
transfer, (4)  separation of the  still 
Coulomb bound electron–hole pair, 
(5)  migration of the  hole (in the  do-
nor) and the electron (in the acceptor) 
towards the respective electrodes and 
(6) charge collection.
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spectrum related to the  AsGa
+ charge state (a sin-

gle electron spin of 1/2 interacting with the  nu-
cleus spin of 3/2 of the  parent As atom)  –  see 
Fig. 2(a)  [13]. The other one was the optical ab-
sorption connected with the  EL2 internal tran-
sition (see Fig.  2(b)) which revealed splitting of 
the  zero phonon line under uniaxial pressure, 
characteristic of the  substitutional AsGa

0 centre in 
the zinc blend lattice in Td symmetry [14, 15]. It 
was found that a  typical concentration of the ar-
senic antisite defect in bulk GaAs, of the order of 
1016 cm–3, can be substantially increased by means 
of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth of GaAs 
under nonstoichiometric As-rich conditions (ar-
sine overpressure) at lower than usual substrate 
temperature  [16, 17]. The  low temperature MBE 
growth (LTG) of GaAs in a temperature range of 
180–250°C resulted in the concentration of arse-
nic antisites decreasing from a few times 1020 cm–3 
down to a few times 1017 cm–3 with the growth tem-
perature increase [10]. The arsenic antisite defect 
acts as a deep donor and its AsGa

0   /AsGa
+ energy level is 

located near the GaAs mid-gap. It keeps the Fermi 
level deeply in the bandgap by compensation of net 
acceptors (shallow carbon acceptors and/or deep 
triple acceptors of gallium vacancies). The  high 
concentration of the arsenic antisite defects is evi-
dently above that of the  thermal equilibrium in 
LTG GaAs and results from the  low temperature 
of the  growth process, which suppresses defect 
mobility within the GaAs lattice. Post-growth an-

nealing at temperatures in a range of 400–650°C 
is typically applied and by this means the crystal-
line quality and charge carrier mobility of LTG 
GaAs can be notably improved [10]. The annealed 
material still keeps a  high arsenic antisite defect 
concentration, of the order of 1018 cm–3, although 
a substantial part of arsenic antisite defects forms 
arsenic precipitates during annealing [18].

Below, among others, we refer to two examples 
of substantial shortening of the excess carrier life-
time in semiconductors, namely to InP:Mn and 
LTG GaAs. These materials were a  subject of our 
common studies with prof. Arūnas Krotkus from 
the  Semiconductor Physics Institute in Vilnius, 
Lithuania, who in the  last twenty years has per-
formed the prominent research of a broad spectrum 
of semiconductor materials with a short excess car-
rier lifetime and showed their high usefulness in 
ultrafast optoelectronic devices, like THz emitters 
or THz detectors (see [19–29] for some of the most 
prominent results of A. Krotkus).

4. Fast carrier recombination in semiconductors 
with high impurity or defect concentration

Typical luminescence lifetimes observed in good 
crystalline quality bulk GaAs or InP in the energy re-
gion of their band gap are in the range of nanoseconds. 
Luminescence lifetime can be decreased by doping 
with deep impurities. Figure  3 presents the  time-
resolved luminescence of the  In0.4(Al0.75Ga0.25)0.6As 

Fig. 2. (a) EPR spectra of bulk and LTG GaAs showing a characteristic quadruplet of the arsenic antisite defect 
in the singly ionized charge state, and (b) near-infrared absorption of the arsenic antisite defect in the neutral 
charge state of bulk GaAs, continuous curve a, and LTG GaAs, dashed curve b (note the 104 times higher values 
of the absorption coefficient for LTG GaAs than for bulk GaAs).
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quantum dot structure grown on the  GaAs sub-
strate for undoped quantum dots in Fig. 3(a), and 
quantum dots doped with manganese in Fig. 3(b). 
The  two bright luminescence bands at about 
1.5 eV related to the donor-acceptor and the ex-
citon bound to donor (DBE) recombinations in 
the  GaAs substrate are characterized by a  long 
lifetime, in the range of nanoseconds. Such results 
prove a high quality of the substrate material and 
its negligible defect concentration. Luminescence 

of quantum dots is present in the  energy range 
of 1.6–2.2  eV. The  difference in luminescence 
intensity and its lifetime, which can be seen by 
comparing the spectra in Fig. 3(a, b), is obvious, 
and the  luminescence quenching and its lifetime 
shortening in the Mn doped structure (Fig. 3(b)) 
can be attributed to the recombination induced by 
a deep manganese impurity. The luminescence of 
the GaAs substrate in Fig. 3(b) is also changed in 
comparison with that in Fig. 3(a), most probably 

Fig. 3. Time-resolved lumines-
cence of In0.4(Al0.75Ga0.25)0.6As 
quantum dots immersed in 
Al0.75Ga0.25As, grown on GaAs 
substrate: (a)  undoped quan-
tum dots, (b)  quantum dots 
doped with manganese.
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due to the Mn diffusion during the growth of layer 
with dots.

In our common work with A. Krotkus on InP 
doped with manganese  [30], it was shown that 
manganese centres cause the  subpicosecond re-
laxation of excitons and excess holes. This time 
was much shorter in comparison with Mn un-
doped InP. The  neutral donor bound exciton in 
the n-type InP undoped with Mn had a lifetime of 
about a nanosecond. Detailed studies performed 
by means of time-resolved luminescence, electron 
transport and electron paramagnetic resonance 
allowed us to model Mn impurity in InP and un-
derstand its role in efficient shortening of the ex-
cess carrier recombination time. The  recombi-
nation was explained by the  capture of holes on 
the  Mn acceptor. The  obtained value of the  Mn 
capture cross-section of holes σ was found to be of 
the order of 10–12 cm2, which is unexpectedly high 
for the localized, deep centre. This oddity was ex-
plained by assuming trapping a hole by a Mn cen-
tre into weakly localized excited states. In the pro-
posed model the  neutral Mn acceptor is formed 
by a weakly localized hole coupled to the 3d5 core 
and the  centre cannot be described by localized 
3d4 configuration. On the other hand, the hydro-
gen model (effective mass theory) of a hole bound 
on the Mn centre is also not adequate to describe 
the Mn acceptor in InP. The studies revealed that 

the neutral Mn acceptor has a relatively well local-
ized ground state with an effective radius of a cou-
pled hole of about 0.7 nm, whereas excited states 
of this hole are weakly localized with an effective 
radius of more than 2 nm. The trapping of carriers 
involves excited states, and therefore the capture 
cross-section is high.

In Fig.  4 time-resolved luminescence spectra 
of InP:Mn (7 × 1018 cm–3 of Mn concentration) in 
the near bang gap region are presented. The spec-
tra show the shallow donor to the shallow acceptor 
(D-A) luminescence, luminescence of bound exci-
ton (A0X), and a high energy tail due to electrons 
recombining on the  Mn acceptor, decaying very 
fast in time. The tail is broad because of the high 
kinetic energy of the recombining electrons which 
have not enough time to lose their kinetic energy 
before being trapped. The effective temperature of 
these electrons estimated from the time resolved 
luminescence was about 300 K although the pho-
toluminescence measurement was performed 
at 7 K.

In InP:Mn with the manganese concentration 
above 1018 cm–3, an increasing contribution of hop-
ping conductivity to the  total electron transport 
with an increase of the Mn content was observed. 
The hopping conductivity was related to the trans-
port within the  Mn defect band which pinned 
the Fermi level at about 0.2 eV above the valence 

Fig. 4. Time-resolved lumi-
nescence measured at 7  K of 
InP:Mn in the  near-band-gap 
region. Mn concentration was 
7 × 1018 cm–3.Energy (eV)
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band, and the width of the band was determined 
as about 20 meV. The defect band corresponded to 
the Mn0/Mn– energy level of manganese impurity. 
The analysis of hopping data for InP with different 
Mn content allowed us to calculate the wavefunc-
tion radius of 0.7 nm for the Mn-bound hole, as 
mentioned above.

Another example of the  defect governing 
the  lifetime of excess carriers is GaAs, in which 
the arsenic antisite defect with its mid-gap posi-
tion creates an effective recombination centre. Es-
pecially in LTG GaAs, where the concentration of 
this defect is particularly high, it clearly activates 
the  SRH recombination mechanism, leading to 
efficient shortening of the  photo-excited carrier 
lifetime [31, 32]. The effect is so pronounced that 
LTG GaAs is the most important material for ap-
plications in ultrafast optoelectronics [33–35].

Figure 2 presents characteristic EPR and opti-
cal absorption spectra of the arsenic antisite defect 
in bulk GaAs and LTG GaAs grown by the MBE 
method at 200°C [10]. The lack of the fine struc-
ture in optical absorption at about 1 eV energy 
and broadening of the central band with the max-
imum at about 1.2 eV for LTG GaAs was related to 
strain present in this material. The concentration 
of the arsenic antisite defects in such LTG GaAs 
(200°C growth temperature) was about 1020 cm–3. 
This caused a  substantial increase of the  lattice 
parameter: a relative difference between the LTG 
epilayer and the bulk GaAs lattice parameter was 
found to be about 0.1%.

Electrical transport was dominated by hop-
ping within a defect band of arsenic antisites and 
the hopping conductivity was already seen at room 
temperature [10]. A wavefunction radius of carri-
ers trapped at the  arsenic antisite defect in LTG 
GaAs was calculated from the  hopping data and 
the value between 0.5–0.8 nm was obtained, what 
indicated a local character of the trap [10, 36].

A high concentration of the arsenic antisite de-
fects in LTG GaAs resulted in ultrafast trapping of 
electrons with the characteristic time even shorter 
than 100 fs [37]. Also, LTG GaAs post-growth an-
nealed at temperatures in a range of 600–800°C still 
showed the subpicosecond photo-excited electron 
decay (electron trapping time was between 0.2–
1  ps)  [28, 29]. Several experimental techniques 
consistently proved this fast carrier dynamics in 
LTG GaAs: photocurrent transients  [38], pump-

and-probe reflectivity [39], absorption [40], time-
resolved luminescence  [26], optical pump-THz 
radiation probe  [41], and analysis of THz emis-
sion from LTG GaAs photoswitch antennae [42]. 
Contribution of arsenic precipitates present in 
annealed LTG GaAs in the excess carrier recom-
bination was strongly debated  [18, 10]. Eventu-
ally it seems that the arsenic antisite defect itself 
explains the experimental observations [43], and 
arsenic precipitates do not play an important role 
in either electron trapping or electron transport. 
Important were the  studies of LTG GaAs doped 
with Be impurities [29, 44, 45]. The model of this 
material clarified the  role of arsenic antisite for 
the carrier recombination as well as importance of 
gallium vacancies for the LTG GaAs performance.

A  few years after beginning of the LTG GaAs 
research boom, an alternative way of obtaining 
highly non stoichiometric As-rich GaAs by means 
of implantation with high energy As ions was 
tried [21, 46]. It was also a subject of our common 
studies with A. Krotkus [21, 47–53]. The material 
showed carrier recombination characteristics re-
sembling those of LTG GaAs  [21]. The  electron 
trapping time changed from a few tens of femto-
seconds for as-implanted material to picoseconds 
after annealing at 600°C. Implanted semi-insu-
lating wafers with 2 MeV ions had the maximum 
energy deposition density at a  depth of about 
0.7 μm, so even this size was similar to the typical 
thickness of the LTG GaAs epilayer. Surprisingly, 
it was found that implantation with other heavy 
ions, Ga [47], Si or O [49], produces the material 
of similar properties, with a high concentration of 
the arsenic antisite defect in the  implanted layer. 
The proposed explanation of such behaviour con-
nected creation of arsenic antisite defects with 
the mass difference of Ga and As. Gallium atoms, 
being lighter, could recoil deeper than arsenic, so 
the  surface layer was arsenic rich and post-im-
plantation annealing resulted in a  high concen-
tration of arsenic antisites.

The highly defected semiconductors, especially 
those based on LTG GaAs, are basic materials in 
different devices, some of them mentioned before. 
The review [34] covers a whole variety of methods 
of growth and processing leading to semi-insulat-
ing semiconductors and their heterostructures. 
It also presents devices in which semi-insulating 
layers are part of their construction necessary for 
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insulation, and ultrafast devices whose perfor-
mance relies on an ultrashort lifetime of excess 
carriers. More recent reviews of semiconductor 
materials for ultrafast optoelectronic devices are 
a subject of other publications [28, 35].

5. Fast carrier recombination in active layers of 
organic solar cells

Time-resolved luminescence and light-induced 
EPR are able to directly trace photo-induced 
charge transfer in organic solar cells [54]. The ex-
emplary data for materials of the solar cell active 
layer which exhibits an efficient charge transfer 
are presented in Fig. 5. Figure 5 shows a temporal 
evolution of the  luminescence spectra for P3HT 
polymer, PC61BM fullerene, and their mixture. Ef-
ficient charge transfer is possible in this case be-
cause the energy position of HOMO and LUMO 
levels of P3HT is higher than the corresponding 
ones of PC61BM fullerene [55]. The pure polymer 
luminescence is characterized by the  lifetime of 
the  order of a  nanosecond (Fig.  5(a)). A  similar 
lifetime is observed for the fullerene luminescence 
as well (Fig. 5(b)). However, for the P3HT:PC61BM 
mixture a significant quenching (about two orders 
of magnitude) of both the polymer and fullerene 
luminescence can be seen. Moreover, the  lumi-
nescence decay time is shorter compared to that 
of the pure materials. This behaviour is attribut-
ed to the  efficient charge transfer: light-induced 
excitons in P3HT and PC61BM, after reaching 
the  interface of two materials through diffusion, 
create charge transfer excitons, with charges in 
different materials: holes in P3HT and electrons in 
PC61BM, and then separation of the charges may 
occur.

Since the  photo-induced charge transfer and 
electron–hole separation are accompanied by 
the creation of two paramagnetic species, a posi-
tive and a negative polaron in P3HT and PC61BM, 
respectively, each with spin S  =  1/2, they can be 
directly detected by light-induced EPR spectros-
copy. As can be seen from Fig. 6, no EPR signal 
of the P3HT:PC61BM blend under dark conditions 
is observed, whereas under illumination two lines 
corresponding to the polarons can be detected.

The analogous quenching of luminescence 
and shortening of its lifetime can be observed for 
the perovskite when its layer is in a direct contact 

Fig. 5. Time-resolved luminescence for (a)  P3HT 
polymer, (b) PC61BM fullerene, and (c) their mixture.
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with the  PC71BM fullerene layer. Such structure 
is realized in perovskite solar cells. Figure  7(a) 
presents the  strong luminescence of the  pure 
CH3NH3PbI3-xClx perovskite layer. Its intensity 
is substantially quenched and lifetime shortened 
for the  perovskite/fullerene layered structure 
(Fig. 7(b)). Shortening of the lifetime in a perovs-
kite solar cell is, however, less pronounced than 
in a P3HT cell since the latter one is in a form of 
bulk heterojunction (P3HT:PCBM), and therefore 
the  necessary diffusion length of excitons/carri-
ers is much shorter than in the layered perovskite 
structure.

6. Conclusions

Radiative recombination in semiconductor ma-
terials, its intensity and lifetime are decisive for 
the  possibility of applying these materials in 
a particular type of optoelectronic devices. Non-
radiative processes, mostly due to the Shockley–
Read–Hall recombination, are harmful in materi-
als intended as light sources, photo-detectors and 
solar cells, but they are beneficial in materials used 
for ultrafast optoelectronics applications. Semi-
conductor defects and impurities are responsible 
for this non-radiative recombination. Depending 

Fig. 7. Time-resolved luminescence for (a) CH3NH3PbI3-xClx perovskite and (b) CH3NH3PbI3-xClx perovskite/
PC71BM fullerene layered structure.

Fig. 6. EPR (red online or grey curve) and 
light-induced EPR (black curve) spectra of 
the P3HT: PC61BM blend recorded at 25 K 
with microwave power of 1.5 μW.
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on defect or impurity concentration and the  value 
of its carrier capture cross-section, it is possible to 
control the rate of non-radiative processes, and thus 
also the time of decay and the intensity of luminesce. 
By changing defect concentration the luminescence 
lifetime can be shortened from nanoseconds down 
to subpicosecond values. Luminescence measure-
ments, and in particular time-resolved lumines-
cence, provide an extremely useful tool for studying 
recombination processes. Time-resolved lumines-
cence is likewise very helpful for studying charge 
transfer processes, crucial for the efficiency of solar 
cells. The charge transfer process can be also traced 
by the photo-induced EPR technique.
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